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Got incorporated in the year 1996, our firm Summit Healthcare (P) Ltd. is continuously growing in the Indian market.
About Us

Got incorporated in the year **1996**, our firm **Summit Healthcare (P) Ltd.** is continuously growing in the Indian market. We are well known **Wholesaler, Supplier, Distributor and Trader** of **PFT System and Spirometers, Hospital Furniture, Pulse Oximeter, Suction Machine, Critical and Emergency Care and Anaesthesia and Critical Care Products**. These hospital machines are best in working and shock proof in nature. Professionals make these hospital equipments with the use of best and quality checked electronic components. In addition to this, these hospital equipments are presented in the market after complete inspection on several times. These equipments are offered in the market in complete safe packing and after rigorous examination on several parameters. We are authorized distributor of Nonin brand.

We have team of highly skilled and experienced marketing professionals. We have large storage capacity at our firm to store these equipments safely to meet bulk requirement of the customers in lesser time period. Meeting to utmost satisfaction of the clients, these machines are obtained from the well known suppliers available in the market. In addition to this, these offered hospital equipments are completely reliable and easier to install in hospitals and nursing homes. Under the guidance by our mentors **Mr. Madhu Nair** and **Mr. Keyur Shah** we have become able to meet the needs of our precious...

*For more information, please visit*
https://www.indiamart.com/summithealthcare/about-us.html
CRITICAL AND EMERGENCY CARE

Pro Skid-e Evacuation And Transportation Chair

B-bak Pin Spine Board

Blue Bag 3 Multipurpose Bag

Blue Splint Kit
Pulse Oximeter

Masimo Radical-7

EMMA Capnograph

Pulse Oximeter

Masimo Rad-5 Pulse Oximeter
PFT SYSTEM AND SPIROMETERS

PC Based USB Spirometer

Desktop Spirometer

Pulmonary Function Testing

6min Walk Test and Spirometer
ANAESTHESIA AND CRITICAL CARE PRODUCTS

Adult Breathing Circuit

Anesthesia Face Masks

Anesthesia Face Masks

Anesthesia Face Masks
SUCTION MACHINE

Surgical Suction Pump

Ambujet Portable Suction Unit

Clario Airway Suction Pump

Foot Suction Pump
HOSPITAL FURNITURE

Emergency Carts

Procedure Carts

Medication Carts

Critical Care Carts
DEFIBRILLATOR

LifePak 20e Defibrillator And Monitor

TrueCPR Coaching Device

LifePak 1000 Defibrillator

LifePak 15 Monitor and Defibrillator
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- EVA Evacuation Chair
- Eco Air Splint
- Electronic Pulmonary Ventilator
- Emergency Bag Empty
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Evacuation Chair
- Four Fold Stretcher
- Head Immobilizer
- Hirvin Transfer Sheet
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Integrated Paediatric And Adult Spine Board
- Lucas Chest Compression System
- Neck Up Cervical Collar
- SpO2 Handheld Pulse Oximeter
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Pronto Hemoglobin Spot-Check Testing
- iSpO2 Pulse Oximeter
- Radical-7 Pulse Oximeter with Non-Invasive Hemoglobin
- Masimo Rad-8 Pulse Oximeter
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Root Monitoring Platform
- Pronto 7 Hemoglobin Spot-Check Testing
- Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing
- Ambulatory CPET
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Desktop CPET
- Desktop Clinical CPET
- Standard Body Composition
- Indirect Calorimetry
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Standard Body Composition

Disposable Head Positioner

Anaesthesia Filters

Limb O Anesthesia Breathing Circuit
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Pressure Infusor Bags
- Laryngoscope Greenlight Systems
- Fibre Optic Laryngoscope Blades with Fibre Clip
- Truview EVO2 and Premier Intubation Trainer Kit
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Multichoice Video Laryngoscope System
- Laryngoscope Systems
- Blood and IV Fluid Warming System
- Truview PCD Video Laryngoscope
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Portable Suction Unit
- Porta Vac Compact Suction Device
- Dominant Flex Surgical Suction Pump
- B-Vac Manual Aspirator for Secretions
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Vario Suction Pump
- Vacu Aide Compact Portable Compact Suction Unit
- Invia Liberty Aspirator For Negative Pressure Wound Therapy
- Thoracic Drainage System
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Anesthesia Carts
- Isolation Carts
- Computer Workstations
- First Aid Kits
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Automatic External Defibrillator
- Multipurpose Trolley
- Vacuum Splint
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CONTACT US

Summit Healthcare (P) Ltd.
Contact Person: Madhu Nair

No. 1, Melbourne Shastri Nagar, Near Lokhandwala Complex Andheri West
Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048411328
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